Mine Design 484

HW 6

Report Subjects 15-17 includes the Permitting, Project Schedule and Marketing & Transportation. Each subject reported to date is impacted by permitting. However some engineering must be completed to be able to prepare the permit applications. This iterative process continues until the mine is built. Once permitting time line is understood the construction and development schedule can be identified. A bar chart is a simple method of relating all pre full production activities. The marketing function depends on the product for sale and the transportation system available to deliver it. Some information was collected in MinE 483 on market quality.

Refer to the 484 Syllabus for more details about each subject area.

These papers will be graded on content, completeness and consistency as well as grammar and spelling. Team members must identify which separate parts of the assignment each has written for grading. Report style and organization, will be counted when the assembled draft report is submitted.